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Abstract
This paper introduces a model of individual behavior based on identity, a person’s sense of
self. The individual evaluates situations, i.e., sets of available actions given a belief about
the actions’ uncertain payoffs. In some situations, a psychological cost arises because the
individual’s identity prescribes an action that differs from the one maximizing material
benefits. The model shows that a common process of weighing psychological costs and
material benefits drives the choice of both information and future opportunities. As a
result, information avoidance is akin to preferring fewer opportunities, such as crossing
the street to avoid a fundraiser. The model provides a coherent rationalization for diverse
behaviors, including willful ignorance, opting out of social dilemmas, and excess entry
into competitive environments. The psychological cost varies non-monotonically with the
quality of information or with having more opportunities. Non-monotonicity complicates
the identification of prescriptions from behavior, a difficulty that is partially resolvable
by observing specific choices. (JEL: D01, D83, D91)
Keywords: Identity, Self-image, Information Aversion, Willful Ignorance, Gender Identity,
Preference for Commitment.

1. Introduction

The desire to protect one’s identity, a person’s sense of self, is a well-known

determinant of behavior (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000; Bénabou and Tirole,

2011). Identity-conscious individuals consider the material consequences of

their actions as well as how these actions relate to “who they are.” A costly

identity trade-off emerges when identity-based behavior conflicts with the

actions that maximize material payoffs. To reduce this trade-off, individuals
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Aron Szekely, seminar participants at the SAET 2019 (Ischia), D-TEA 2021 (Paris), BRIC 2022
(Prague), XVI GRASS (Ancona), Collegio Carlo Alberto, and Bologna. A previous version of
this paper circulated under the title “Identity and information acquisition.”
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adopt sub-optimal behaviors, such as avoiding instrumental information (Dana

et al., 2007), or restricting future opportunities (e.g., crossing the street to

avoid a fundraiser, see Andreoni et al., 2017; DellaVigna et al., 2012).

Existing models of identity-based behavior study special cases of

information avoidance or special cases of restricting future opportunities, and

their results depend on simplified settings and specific assumptions, such as

self-uncertainty (e.g., Bénabou and Tirole, 2011; Grossman and van der Weele,

2016), which limit their applicability to complex decisions.

In this paper, I present a unified model1 of how identity influences

the selection of information and future opportunities. My model provides a

common framework that organizes existing but scattered theoretical results

and generates novel insights that can benefit both applied and theoretical

research on identity. To achieve this, I assume that the individual evaluates

epistemic situations: pairs (F, q), where F is a set of available actions with

uncertain payoffs and q a belief about the states of the world. In each epistemic

situation, the individual’s identity prescribes an action in F , and another action

maximizes the individual’s material payoffs. When these two actions differ, the

identity trade-off emerges.

My first contribution is to establish that there is a common process

describing the choices of information and of future opportunities. Acquiring

information leads to greater material payoffs, but may also come with

an increased psychological cost. An analogous cost-benefit analysis applies

to the choice of future opportunities. As a result, information avoidance

is akin to a preference for commitment, while a “demand for beliefs” is

analogous to a demand for non-instrumental flexibility (i.e., a preference for

including materially inferior options). Therefore, my model provides a coherent

rationalization for disparate behaviors, including willful ignorance, opting out

of social dilemmas, and excess entry into competitive environments.

1. More precisely, I develop a class of models which all have the “material payoffs minus
psychological cost” structure. Parameterizations of the cost identify models within the class.
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My second contribution is to show that the cost of information (and of

flexibility) may respond non-monotonically to the quality of the information

(and to more flexibility). This non-monotonicity is important when deciding

how much information to disclose to an identity-conscious receiver, and

distinguishes this model of costly information acquisition from others.

My third contribution is to show that by observing choices over specific

epistemic situations, it is possible—although notoriously difficult— to partially

identify the unobservable identity of an individual. Therefore, my model

provides new tools to inform laboratory and field experiments studying identity.

To illustrate my approach, consider the well-known “moral wiggle room”

experiment (Dana et al., 2007).2 In this variation of the dictator game, ω1 and

ω2 are two equally likely states of the world. The dictator can choose between

two actions a, b. The state-contingent payoff (x, y) of each action represents a

monetary allocation (x for the dictator and y for the recipient). Table 1 shows

the payoffs in Dana et al. (2007). When the dictators know that the state is ω2,

Table 1. Actions and payoffs in Dana et al. (2007).

ω1 ω2

a (6, 5) (6, 1)
b (5, 1) (5, 5)

74% of them play b. In the main treatment, the dictators do not know the state

but can learn it at no cost. In this case, only 56% of the dictators decide to learn

it, and all those who choose to remain ignorant play a. The results support the

intuition that ignorance allows dictators to act selfishly while preserving an

altruistic self-image.

Epistemic situations help to describe the moral wiggle room experiment

and to rationalize the observed behavior. Under ignorance, the dictator is in

the epistemic situation (a∪ b, p̂), where p̂(ω1) = p̂(ω2) = 0.5 is the prior. In this

2. See also Larson and Capra (2009), Matthey and Regner (2011), Grossman (2014), Feiler
(2014), Grossman and van der Weele (2016), and Spiekermann and Weiss (2016).
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case, a is the action with the highest material payoff and is also the prescription

(for an altruistic individual). Indeed, the payoffs of a and b are ex-ante the

same for the recipient. Thus, there is no identity trade-off under ignorance.

Similarly, there is no trade-off if the state is ω1, corresponding to (a ∪ b, δω1),

because a is, again, the payoff-maximizing action and the prescription. The

identity trade-off emerges in (a∪ b, δω2), where the prescription (of an altruist)

becomes b, but the payoff-maximizing action is a. Willful ignorance enables the

dictator to avoid the identity trade-off and it corresponds to a strict preference

for the epistemic situation (a ∪ b, p̂) over a “lottery” that yields the epistemic

situations (a∪ b, δω1) or (a∪ b, δω2) with equal probability. Epistemic situations

capture an alternative way of eluding the identity trade-off: restricting future

opportunities. A reluctant altruist can strictly prefer committing to a, rather

than having the flexibility of a ∪ b.

The moral wiggle room illustrates a particular case of the cost-benefit

analysis that drives information acquisition in my model. Acquiring information

(weakly) increases the expected material payoffs, but also modifies the posterior

beliefs, and thus the prescriptions, potentially exacerbating the identity trade-

off. This analysis explains willful ignorance even when the identity trade-off

is not evident (as is the case of poorly informed donors discussed in Section

3.2), and in domains other than social dilemmas, such as health. For example, a

routine medical test recommending a change in behavior, such as consuming less

red meat, generates the identity trade-off for a stereotypical masculine identity.

This helps explain why males engage less than females in preventive healthcare

(Courtenay, 2000). However, ignorance is not always motivated by material

gains: through its indirect effect on the prescriptions, even non-instrumental

information is valuable or costly, generating a demand for beliefs. A religious

person may prefer not to know if a life-saving medicine contains prohibited

substances. Information is non-instrumental because the optimal behavior is

to take the medicine anyway, whereas learning that it contains prohibited

substances could be extremely costly, making ignorance optimal.
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The psychological cost of information may respond non-monotonically to

the quality of information. Non-monotonicity has multiple consequences. For

instance, a donor may prefer to remain ignorant rather than learn that their

preferred charity may be low quality (Niehaus, 2014). At the same time, they

would acquire information if it eliminated such uncertainty (see Section 3.2).

Non-monotonicity thus complicates the charity’s decision about how much

information to disclose to potential donors and also generates an asymmetry

in the interpretation of choice data. Observing information avoidance may be

informative about identity concerns, but observing information acquisition may

not. This issue is addressed in Section 5, where I show that it is possible

to infer prescriptions from the choice of information when it has no material

value. Intuitively, in the absence of material gains, any information preference

necessarily indicates a variation in the prescriptions.

Similarly to acquiring information, choosing future opportunities resolves

a cost-benefit analysis. More flexibility increases the material payoffs, but also

modifies the prescriptions, thus it may alter the identity trade-off. Therefore,

having fewer opportunities is sometimes optimal. A preference for commitment

explains why a reluctant altruist may prefer to escape from a situation where

they could act prosocially (e.g., DellaVigna et al., 2012; Andreoni et al., 2017;

Schwartz et al., 2021). It also rationalizes other identity-protective behaviors

including “flexibility stigma” (the under-use of flexible work arrangements by

fathers, Williams et al., 2013), and excess entry into competitive environments.

If the prescription is to compete, entering the competition is the only way

to eliminate the identity trade-off, even if the individual knows that doing

so is materially sub-optimal. Therefore, my model gives an identity-driven

explanation for why some entrepreneurs enter a market even if the investment

has a negative net present value (NPV), or why males compete more than

females (Niederle and Vesterlund, 2007; Dohmen and Falk, 2011). The identity-

driven explanation does not require overconfidence to rationalize excess entry.

Commitment, moreover, is the only possible strategy to reduce the identity

trade-off in the absence of uncertainty (e.g., Dana et al., 2006).
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In parallel with a demand for non-instrumental information, my model

predicts a preference for non-instrumental flexibility (or commitment). This

refers to a desire to include (or exclude) opportunities, even if they are

never materially optimal. Section 5 shows how to exploit preferences for non-

instrumental flexibility to partially identify the unobservable identity of the

decision maker. I conclude the paper by extending the model to account

for meta-prescriptions, such as prescriptions about the appropriate attitude

towards information or future opportunities (e.g., Austen-Smith and Fryer Jr,

2005; Bertrand et al., 2015).

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the model; Section 3

applies it to information acquisition; and Section 4 studies preferences towards

situations. Section 5 studies the use of revealed choices to infer prescriptions;

Section 6 discusses meta-prescriptions; and Section 7 contains the literature

review. Appendix A contains all the proof; Appendix B, the additional material;

and the online Appendix C, special cases of the results in the main text.

2. The model

Actions and Identity. There is a finite number of states of the world ω ∈ Ω.

Actions f are functions from the states to the payoffs. Thus, f(ω) is the payoff

of the action f in the state ω. The individual self-categorizes as a member of

a social category and3 once categorized, internalizes the prescriptions. These

“indicate the behavior appropriate for people in different social categories in

different situations [emphasis added].” (Akerlof and Kranton, 2000). I model

situations as pairs (F, q), where F is a finite set of actions (a menu) and q ∈∆Ω

a belief over the states of the world, and call them epistemic situations. In each

epistemic situation (F, q), the identity prescribes an action in F , called the

3. I do not distinguish between personal and social identity. The former concerns the “role”
that an individual occupies (or believe they occupy) in a society (Stets and Burke, 2000); the
latter focuses on “belonging” to a social category (Abrams and Hogg, 2006). The two notions
differ more in terminology than in substance (Stets and Burke, 2000).
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q-belief prescription in F and denoted by fF,q. If the prescription is insensitive

to beliefs, I call it an absolute prescription.

Each action in F determines a possibly empty set of beliefs under which it is

the prescription. I assume that these sets are convex. To illustrate the convexity

assumption, consider the moral wiggle room example. If a is the prescription

in state ω1 and also according to the prior, convexity implies that a is the

prescription for all beliefs assigning a probability of at least 0.5 to ω1.

The identity trade-off. The individual has a utility u over the payoffs. The

material value of an action f in the epistemic situation (F, q) is its expected

utility Eq[u(f)]. In each epistemic situation, there is (at least) one action,

denoted by f∗F,q, that maximizes expected material payoffs.

The identity trade-off emerges in an epistemic situation (F, q) when fF,q 6=

f∗F,q. Given a menu F , I define the trade-off regions as the (sets of) beliefs in

which the identity trade-off is present. By the convexity assumption, trade-off

regions are convex sets.4 If there are n actions in F , there are at most n(n− 1)

trade-off regions (see Proposition A.1 in Appendix A). Figure 1 illustrates

a possible representation of the identity trade-off in the moral wiggle room,

assuming u(x, y) = x and that the prescription is b whenever the probability of

state ω2 is larger than 0.75.5

The value of epistemic situations. I assume that the individual evaluates

epistemic situations by weighing material payoffs and the psychological cost.6

4. If q and q′ belong to a trade-off region in which f is the payoff-maximizing action and g
the prescription, all beliefs αq+ (1− α)q′ for α ∈ [0, 1] will belong to the same trade-off region
(see Section A.1 in Appendix A).

5. The choice of 0.75 is inconsequential. What matters is the identity trade-off at q(ω2) = 1.

6. A possible interpretation, consistent with empirical evidence, is that the individual expects
their selection from the menu to be f∗F,q . As with any two-period model, it is a prediction
about future behavior, but the actual second-period choice may be different. In Section B.2 of
Appendix B, I introduce uncertainty about the anticipated second-period choice.
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q(ω2)
10.750

Beliefs for which b
is the prescription

Trade-off

Beliefs for which a
is the prescription

Beliefs for which a
maximizes the material payoffs

Figure 1. The black solid line is the probability of state ω2. The prescription is a for
all beliefs assigning a probability of less than 0.75 to state ω2 (i.e., fa∪b,q = a for all q
with q(ω2) ≤ 0.75), otherwise the prescription is b. The action a maximizes the material
payoffs for all beliefs (i.e., f∗a∪b,q = a for all q). The red pattern highlights the trade-off
region: all beliefs for which the prescription and the payoff-maximizing action differ.

The value of (F, q) is

v(F, q) = Eq[u(f∗F,q)]− d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q). (1)

The function d is positive and satisfies d(f, f, q) = 0 for all actions and beliefs,

meaning that there is no cost when there is no identity trade-off. If more than

one action maximizes the material payoffs, I assume that the individual chooses

the one that minimizes the psychological cost. One example of cost function is

the discrete cost:

dκ(f∗F,q, fF,q, q) =

κ if f∗F,q 6= fF,q

0 if f∗F,q = fF,q,
(dκ)

for all beliefs and a κ ∈ [0,∞] (see Gilboa et al., 2022). A different example is

de(f∗F,q, fF,q, q) = ϕ
(
Eq[u(f∗F,q)]− Eq[u(fF,q)]

)
, (de)

for a convex, increasing and continuous function ϕ with ϕ(0) = 0 (e.g., Konow,

2000; Spiekermann and Weiss, 2016). It is as if the identity prescribes a

utility level Eq[u(fF,q)] rather than an action, and obtaining more utility than

prescribed is costly. The interpretation of the psychological cost is flexible; it

can measure cognitive dissonance (e.g., when d = de) or the cost of a negative

self-signal (à la Grossman and van der Weele, 2016). Figure 2 illustrates the

moral wiggle room based on the assumptions of Figure 1 and with d = d2.
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q(ω2)

d2

6

10.750

Eq[u(f∗a∪b,q)]

q(ω2)

6

10.750.50

v(a ∪ b, p̂)

v(a ∪ b, δω2 )

v(a ∪ b, δω1 )

Figure 2. The moral wiggle room. Left panel: the material value of a∪ b as a function of
q under the assumption u(x, y) = x, so that Eq[u(f∗a∪b,q)] = Eq[u(a)] = 6 for all q (green
line). The cost d2 (blue line). Right panel: the function v(a ∪ b, ·), given by the difference
between the green and the blue lines of the left panel (black solid line). The smallest
concave function that is greater than v(a∪ b, ·) (dashed purple line). The value v(a∪ b, p̂)
(black dot) and the 1/2-1/2 average of v(a ∪ b, δω1 ) and v(a ∪ b, δω2) (purple dot).

Discussion of the assumptions. Given the focus of the paper, I do not

explicitly model how identity, and thus prescriptions, emerge.7 This assumption

does make my model dependent on exogenous prescriptions, but the “degrees

of freedom” are limited. First, the prescription is always an action in the menu,

so the size of the menu limits the number of potential prescriptions. Moreover,

the upper bound to the number of trade-off regions in Proposition A.1 and the

convexity assumption further reduce the complexity of the identity trade-off.

Lastly, there is no need to specify the prescription for all beliefs, but only for

the prior and the posteriors (see, e.g., the moral wiggle room).

Second, the distinction between personal and social identity matters (see

Footnote 3). Personal norms and social norms are distinct (see Bašić and

Verrina, 2021) and which are relevant in a situation depends on contingent

factors, such as observability by third parties. Social norms are “collective

perceptions, among members of a population, regarding the appropriateness of

7. Identity is multidimensional and different identities of the same individual may be more or
less ready to be activated in a situation. To discipline my model, I limit prescriptions to depend
only on the epistemic situation and assume that self-deception is free, since the individual is
free to select the most “convenient” identity. In the terminology of Kranton (2016), this is a
model of short-run identity, where prescriptions and social categories are given.
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different behaviors.” (Krupka and Weber, 2013). Under this interpretation, fF,q
is the behavior of the prototypical member of the population in the epistemic

situation (F, q). Personal norms arise from “seeing the self in terms of the

role as embodied in the identity standard” (Stets and Burke, 2000). Under this

interpretation, fF,q is the action that meets the role’s standards in the situation

(F, q). Therefore, the information available to the analyst about the social or

personal aspects of a choice restricts the potential prescriptions. Lastly, even

if the analyst has no information about identity and situational aspects, the

results of Section 5 help them to partially identify prescriptions from choices.

3. Information choices and non-monotonicity

3.1. Information avoidance

The individual has a prior p̂ ∈ ∆Ω and information is an exogenously given

Bayesian experiment µ consistent with p̂. This is a probability distribution

over beliefs that specifies the likelihood of deriving each posterior by Bayesian

updating the prior. The experiment µ satisfies the consistency property p̂ =∫
∆Ω qdµ(q), meaning that the expected information coincides with the prior.

To avoid technicalities, I assume that µ has finite support. The implicit

dynamic of the decision process is as follows: the individual selects a menu

and acquires information µ or remains ignorant, receives information (if any),

forms a posterior, and then selects an action from the menu. Lastly, the payoff

materializes.

Given a menu F , its value under ignorance is v(F, p̂). Information

acquisition, instead, generates a lottery over posteriors. In this case, I assume

that the ex-ante value of F is

V (F |µ) =
∫

∆Ω
v(F, q)dµ(q), (2)

corresponding to the average value of the epistemic situations associated with

each posterior. I will refer to V (F |µ) and v(F, p̂) as the Identity model. To
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emphasize the cost-benefit decomposition of information acquisition, I rewrite

Equation (2) as

V (F |µ) =
∫

∆Ω
Eq[u(f∗F,q)]dµ(q)︸ ︷︷ ︸

W (µ,F )

−
∫

∆Ω
d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q)dµ(q)︸ ︷︷ ︸

I(µ,F )

.

The term W (µ,F ) is the expected material payoff of F (e.g., Dillenberger

et al., 2014), and I(µ,F ) the average psychological cost. Information always

has a positive material value (W (µ,F ) is weakly larger than Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] for all

menus), but it can also increase the average psychological cost.

Definition 1. There is information avoidance for F if v(F, p̂) > V (F |µ).

A strict inequality indicates that avoidance must be an “active” choice,

hence subject to a strictly positive cost (see Golman et al., 2017).

Information avoidance for F is equivalent to the cost of information

(I(µ,F ) − d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂)) being strictly greater than the “material value of

information.” If, for example, d = dκ, information avoidance occurs only if

there is no identity trade-off under ignorance.8 If there is a trade-off, the

psychological cost would be κ. Information is weakly valuable because it has

a positive material value and it may eliminate the identity trade-off for some

posteriors. Thus, the expected cost would be smaller than κ.

Figure 2 suggests a sufficient condition for information avoidance. Consider

the purple line in the right panel: it is the smallest concave function that

is greater than the value function, called the concave envelope of the value

function (see Kamenica and Gentzkow, 2011). There is information avoidance

in the moral wiggle room because the concave envelope is equal to the value

8. If κ = ∞ and f∗F,p̂ 6= fF,p̂, v(F, p̂) = −∞ and it cannot be strictly greater than V (F |µ).
Suppose that κ is finite. If f∗F,p̂ 6= fF,p̂, then v(F, p̂) = Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] − κ. Since W (µ,F ) ≥
Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] and κ ≥

∫
∆Ω dκ(f∗F,q , fF,q , q)dµ(q) (because dκ is either equal to κ or to 0),

it follows that v(F, p̂) = Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] − κ ≤ W (µ,F ) −
∫

∆Ω dκ(f∗F,q , fF,q , q)dµ(q) = V (F |µ).
Thus, information is weakly valuable. The online Appendix C contains additional results on
information avoidance under parametric restrictions to the cost function.
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function at the prior, but it is sufficiently concave when calculated at the

posteriors (the purple dot in Figure 2 is V (a∪ b|µ)). This intuition generalizes.

Given a menu F , I denote by cav v(F, ·) the concave envelope of v(F, ·).

Proposition 1 (Information Avoidance). If v(F, p̂) = cav v(F, p̂) and the

restriction of cav v(F, ·) to the posteriors is not affine,9 then there is

information avoidance for F . If there is information avoidance for F , then

d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q) > d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂) for at least one posterior belief q.

Acquiring information generates a lottery over epistemic situations, so strict

“risk aversion” (strict concavity of v(F, ·)) would imply information avoidance.

When the value function is not concave, as in the right panel of Figure 2, one

can restrict attention to its concave envelope. The second part of Proposition 1

shows that information aversion requires information to strictly exacerbate the

identity trade-off for some posterior beliefs. If, for example, there is an absolute

prescription f in F , the inequality in Proposition 1 means information changes

at least one payoff-maximizing action (i.e., d(f∗F,q, f, q) > d(f∗F,p̂, f, p̂) implies

f∗F,q 6= f∗F,p̂ for at least one posterior q).

Proposition 1 applies to domains other than social dilemmas. For instance,

to explain the well-established evidence that men are less likely than women to

have routine medical tests (Courtenay, 2000; Mahalik et al., 2007). Traditional

gender identity perpetrates the image that real men are “independent, self-

reliant, strong, robust and tough” (Courtenay, 2000). A diagnosis of high

blood pressure, for example, implies a recommendation (the payoff-maximizing

action) to consume less red meat or take leave from work, generating an

identity trade-off. Motivated by health-information avoidance, in Section B.1 of

Appendix B, I characterize a test that an identity-concerned individual would

always take.

9. This condition means that cav v(F, p̂) 6=
∫

∆Ω cav v(F, q)dµ(q).
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3.2. Non-monotonicity of the cost of information: an illustrative example

The moral wiggle room has two simplifying features: information is perfect, and

there is a single payoff-maximizing action for all beliefs. The following example

introduces a more complex situation to illustrate additional properties of the

Identity model.

Example 1 (Poorly informed altruism). There are two actions: a donation

c or no donation n to a charity of unknown quality (either high ωh or low

ωl, with ex-ante equal probability). The payoffs (in utils) are in Table 2. An

Table 2

ωh ωl

c 8 0
n 0 4

altruistic identity prescribes donation for all posteriors assigning a probability

larger than 1/5 to high quality (thus also under ignorance). Otherwise, the

prescription is no-donation. A donation maximizes the individual’s material

payoffs for any belief assigning a probability of at least 1/3 to ωh (thus, also

under ignorance). Therefore, the identity trade-off emerges for any posterior

that assigns a probability smaller than 1/3 and larger than 1/5 to ωh (see Figure

A.1 in Appendix A). The individual can acquire information µ that leads to

two equally probable posteriors q′, q′′, with q′(ωh) = 3/4 and q′′(ωh) = 1/4.

Information is costly because the posterior q′′ falls into the trade-off region

with a probability of 1/2. The value of c ∪ n under ignorance is v(c ∪ n, p̂) =

1/2 · 8− d(c, c, p̂) = 4 and the value of c ∪ n with information is

V (c ∪ n|µ) = 1
2 ·
[
6− d(c, c, q′)

]
+ 1

2
[
3− d(n, c, q′′)

]
= 4.5− 1

2 · d(n, c, q′′).

So there is information avoidance if d(n, c, q′′) > 1. Suppose that the individual

acquires perfect information µ̄, corresponding to µ̄(δωh
) = µ̄(δωl

) = 1/2. Then,

V (c ∪ n|µ̄) = 1
2 · [8− d(c, c, δωh

)] + 1
2 · [4− d(n,n, δωl

)] = 6,
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which is strictly larger than v(c∪n, p̂). Thus, perfect information is better than

ignorance, which is better than partial information (V (c ∪ n|µ̄) > v(c ∪ n, p̂) >

V (c ∪ n|µ)). Figure 3 illustrates the example. �

q(ωh)
d

4

8

11/30 1/5

Eq[u(f∗c∪n,q)]

8

4

q(ωh)
10 1/4 3/4

v(c ∪ n, q′′)

v(c ∪ n, q′)

1/2

V (c ∪ n|µ̄)

v(c ∪ n, p̂)
V (c ∪ n|µ)

Figure 3. Poorly informed altruism. Left panel: the material value of c∪ n as a function
of q, Eq[u(f∗c∪n,q)] = max {Eq[c],Eq[n]} (green line), and the psychological cost (blue
line). Right panel: the function v(c ∪ n, ·) (black solid line), the value of v(c ∪ n, p̂) (red
dot), the value of V (c ∪ n|µ) (orange dot), which is the 1/2-1/2 average of v(c ∪ n, q′)
and v(c ∪ n, q′′). The value of V (c ∪ n|µ̄) (purple dot), which is the 1/2-1/2 average of
v(c ∪ n, δωh ) = 8 and v(c ∪ n, δωl ) = 4.

Example 1 highlights the potential non-monotonicity of the cost of

information with respect to the quality of information. Typically, better

information is more costly (e.g., Sims, 2003; Pomatto et al., 2023), but in

the example, µ can be more costly than perfect information (if d(n, c, q′′) > 0,

then I(µ, c ∪ n) = 1/2d(n, c, q′′) > 0 = I(µ̄, c ∪ n)). Formally, I say that better

information is more costly for F if I(ν,F ) ≥ I(µ,F ), when an experiment ν

consistent with the prior is (Blackwell) more informative than µ (see Definition

A.1 in Appendix A).

Proposition 2 (Sufficient and necessary conditions for monotonicity). If

q 7→ d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q) is convex and continuous, better information is more costly

for F . Assume that p̂ has full support and I(ν,F ) is finite for all experiments

ν consistent with the prior. If better information is more costly for F , then

d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q) is convex in q.
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The cost of information can be non-monotone, because better information

can eliminate the identity trade-off (as in Example 1). Non-monotonicity

complicates the problem of optimal information disclosure to an identity-

concerned recipient. Consider a charity that wishes to disclose information

about its beneficiaries to potential donors. Providing too much information

can have a negative effect and discourage donations, while providing incomplete

information may lead donors to “close their eyes” and donate (this is consistent

with experimental evidence, see Fong and Oberholzer-Gee, 2011). In Example

1, information avoidance leads to making a donation, while acquiring perfect

information leads to donating only half of the time.

Non-monotonicity introduces an asymmetry to the interpretation of

information choices from the point of view of an external observer. The

rejection of inconvenient information suggests that identity concerns play a role.

Conversely, the acquisition of information is inconclusive about the relevance

of identity, because worse information could be rejected. This asymmetry is

relevant because field and laboratory data are typically one-shot decisions about

information acquisition and thus underestimate identity concerns. I address this

issue in Section 5.1, where I show that observing information preferences in the

absence of material gain partially reveals prescriptions.

A second conclusion, derived from Example 1, is that information avoidance

may appear unmotivated. A pure altruist (who cares about the effectiveness

of their donations) may reject instrumental information due to a “modest”

identity trade-off. Consistent with this result, Niehaus (2014) found that only

3 percent of donors acquire information prior to donating.10 In the Identity

model, information avoidance is always motivated, because it necessarily

requires the existence of an identity trade-off, however “small” it may be. But

10. Similarly, in the context of cooperation, Hoffman et al. (2015) observed that willful
ignorance of the cost of cooperation leads to higher cooperation rates. In laboratory
experiments, Kandul and Ritov (2017) found that some dictators prefer not to know their payoff
and act altruistically, and Andersson et al. (2022) found that when subjects avoid learning a
donation norm, they donate more (on average) than non-avoiders.
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the presence of a trade-off is a rather common situation, as the only exception

is when the payoff-maximizing actions and the prescriptions coincide for all

posterior beliefs.

4. Avoiding the situation and applications

4.1. Avoiding the situation

To reduce the identity trade-off, the individual has an alternative to willful

ignorance: modifying future opportunities. Having more opportunities has a

positive material value (W (µ,F ∪G) is larger thanW (µ,F ) for all menus F,G),

but can also exacerbate the identity trade-off. If the latter effect is stronger than

the former, commitment is optimal. For example, in the moral wiggle room, a

reluctant altruist would prefer commitment to a rather than facing a ∪ b.

Suppose that the prescriptions in a menu F are identical to the prescriptions

in F ∪G (i.e., fF,q = fF∪G,q for all the posteriors and the prior). In this case,

I say that F ∪ G is prescriptively equivalent to F . For example, if f is an

absolute prescription in f ∪ g, then f ∪ g is prescriptively equivalent to f .

A natural requirement is that the identity trade-off is weakly more costly

in F ∪ G when it is prescriptively equivalent to F . Adding actions that are

not prescriptions (those in G) can only exacerbate the identity trade-off, as

these actions can be payoff-maximizing for some beliefs. In this case, namely

if d(f∗F∪G,q, f, q) ≥ d(f∗F,q, f, q) for all posteriors and the prior when F ∪G is

prescriptively equivalent to F , I say that d is regular. Both dκ and de are regular

(see Fact A.1 in Appendix A).

Proposition 3 (Avoiding the situation). Suppose that F ∪G is prescriptively

equivalent to F and d is regular. Commitment to F is optimal whenever

the additional psychological cost for a posterior q (i.e., µ(q)(d(f∗F∪G,q, f, q) −

d(f∗F,q, f, q))) is larger than the material value of flexibility W (µ,F ∪ G) −

W (µ,F ). If commitment to F is strictly optimal, then f∗F∪G,q 6= f∗F,q for at

least one posterior belief q.
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Regularity implies that, even for a single epistemic situation, a sufficiently

costly identity trade-off triggers a preference for commitment. Consider dκ.

Commitment to F is strictly valuable only if there is no identity trade-off in

F , but there is in F ∪ G. Thus, G must contain at least one action that is

optimal for a posterior, but this action is not the prescription. A less extreme

case is d = de, where the result depends on the slope of ϕ (see Corollary C.2 in

Appendix C).

Regularity of d combined with prescriptive equivalence between F ∪G and

F ensures monotonicity of the psychological cost with respect to flexibility

(i.e., I(µ,F ∪ G) ≥ I(µ,F )). When d is not regular or the menus are not

prescriptively equivalent, this monotonicity may fail. As with information,

non-monotonicity introduces an asymmetry to the interpretation of situation

choices. Observing commitment may signal identity concerns, whereas a

preference for flexible situations is inconclusive about the relevance of identity.

Thus, laboratory and field data about one-shot avoidance of situations

(e.g., DellaVigna et al., 2012; Andreoni et al., 2017; Schwartz et al., 2021)

underestimate identity concerns. In Section 5.2, I show what types of situation

choices are useful to infer prescriptions.

4.2. Avoidance of situations: applications

Excess entry into competitive environments (even without
overconfidence). An individual has to decide whether to enter e a competitive

environment or not n. Uncertainty concerns the returns of entering, while the

value of not entering is 0. The individual can commit to entering or maintain

flexibility N = e ∪ n. The Identity model is consistent with a preference for

commitment V (e|µ) > V (N |µ). More importantly, this preference does not

require overconfidence, because it can occur even if the expected utility of

entering is lower than that of not entering (i.e., Ep̂[u(e)] ≤ u(n) = 0).11

11. Suppose that the identity absolutely prescribes entering the environment. Then
V (N |µ) =

∫
∆Ω max {Eq [u(e)], 0}dµ(q) −

∫
∆Ω d(f∗N,q , e, q)dµ(q). Thus, V (e|µ) > V (N |µ)
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Therefore, the Identity model rationalizes (1) excess entry into new markets.

An entrepreneur can strictly prefer to enter a new market because of a desire

to protect their identity of being bold (Brocas and Carrillo, 2004), even if they

know that the investment has a negative Net Present Value (Ep̂[u(e)] ≤ 0); and

(2) gender-driven sorting into competitive environments, which is often ascribed

to the overconfidence of men (Niederle and Vesterlund, 2007). However, some

males enter the competitive environment to avoid the identity trade-off, even

if they know they would be better off doing otherwise.12

Opting out of social dilemmas. Consider the payoffs of Example 1. The

identity model is consistent with V (c|µ) > V (n|µ) > V (c ∪ n|µ), which holds

if 5 < d(n, c, q′). Ideally, the individual would commit to making a donation,

but if this is unfeasible, committing to not donating (for example by avoiding

a fundraiser) may be better than having flexibility. In the field experiments

of DellaVigna et al. (2012) and Andreoni et al. (2017), potential donors are

unable to commit to making a donation. Therefore, there may be individuals

among those who avoid meeting the fundraiser who would have been better

off if given the opportunity to commit to making a donation. A preference

for commitment applies also to situations without uncertainty. In that case,

information avoidance is inapplicable, and commitment is the only possible

strategy to reduce the identity trade-off. Therefore, the Identity model can

explain the results of Dana et al. (2006), where some dictators sacrifice a

monetary amount to avoid entering a standard dictator game (see Section B.3

of Appendix B).

Gender-related preference for flexibility. Consider the so-called flexibility

stigma: for a male worker, asking for work flexibility, especially for family

whenever
∫

∆Ω d(f∗N,q , e, q)dµ(q) >
∫

∆Ω max {Eq [u(e)], 0}dµ(q)− Ep̂[u(e)]. The last inequality
can be satisfied even if Ep̂[u(e)] is negative.

12. van Veldhuizen (2022) argues that the gender gap in competitiveness derives from
differences in risk aversion and self-confidence rather than competitiveness traits. Identity
concerns can still play a role if being male prescribes being a “risk lover” or “self-confident”.
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caregiving, is an impermissible lack of commitment, if not a feminine behavior

(see Williams et al. 2013, Rudman and Mescher 2013, and Vandello et al.

2013). If there is uncertainty about the value of doing childcare, learning that

doing it is better than delegating it generates the identity trade-off (for a

traditional masculine identity). To reduce the identity trade-off, the worker

avoids flexibility.

5. Inferring prescriptions from choices

Identity is typically unobservable from an external point of view, as are the

prescriptions.13 Although in many applied situations, such as the moral wiggle

room, the prescriptions are rather transparent, in more complex situations they

are not. Moreover, the non-monotonicities described in the previous sections

further complicate the task of identifying prescriptions from choices. In this

section, I provide two possible solutions: the first exploits information choices;

the second, preferences toward situations. Apart from providing new tools for

experimental works on identity, the two results help to complete the analogy

between information and opportunity choices.

5.1. Inference from information choices and the “demand for beliefs”

The intuition motivating the first approach comes from the moral wiggle room.

Suppose that an action in a menu F delivers higher material utility than

the other available actions in all states (as a does in the moral wiggle room

example assuming u(x, y) = x). I call this action “payoff-dominant” in F .14

13. Few papers explicitly attempt to infer identity from behavior: Krupka and Weber (2013)
use coordination games to identify social norms, Atkin et al. (2021) propose an empirical
approach based on revealed food choice, and Ballester and Bozbay (2021) provide a theoretical
revealed preference analysis of social identity. Piermont (2019) axiomatizes a model in which the
individual cares about the signal that a choice conveys in terms of its possible rationalizations.

14. An action f∗ ∈ F is payoff-dominant in F if u(f∗(ω))≥ u(g(ω)) for all ω ∈ Ω and all g ∈ F .
It follows that f∗F,q = f∗ for all beliefs, because Eq [u(f∗)] ≥ Eq [u(g)] for all q ∈ ∆Ω and all
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With a payoff-dominant action, information has no material value because the

payoff-maximizing action is independent of beliefs. Therefore, observing willful

ignorance implies that an alternative action must generate the identity trade-off

for at least one posterior. Observing information acquisition implies that the

payoff-dominant action cannot be the prescription under ignorance, otherwise

ignorance would be optimal.

Proposition 4 (Inferring prescriptions from information choices). Assume

that f∗ is payoff-dominant in f ∪ f∗. Information avoidance for f ∪ f∗ implies

that f is the q-belief prescription in f ∪ f∗ for at least one posterior belief q. If

information is strictly valuable for f ∪ f∗, then f is the p̂-belief prescription in

f ∪ f∗.

Proposition 4 shows that information acquisition (or avoidance) in the

Identity model can respond to a “demand for belief” (see Loewenstein and

Molnar, 2018). Even if it has no instrumental value, information is costly (or

valuable) because it changes the prescriptions, thus affecting the identity trade-

off. A more subtle case of demand for beliefs derives from the properties of the

cost function. Information that changes neither the payoff-maximizing action

nor the prescription can still be costly (or valuable) because the psychological

cost varies with the posteriors.

Proposition 5 (Belief-dependent utility). If all the posteriors belong to a

trade-off region of F and d(f, f ′, q) is strictly convex (resp. concave) in q in

that region, then information is strictly costly (resp. valuable).

The condition of Proposition 5 holds for de when ϕ is strictly convex, but

not for dκ, for example.

g ∈ F . Moreover, information has no material value because W (µ,F ) =
∫

∆Ω Eq [u(f∗)]dµ(q) =
Ep̂[u(f∗)] = Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)].
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5.2. Inference from choices of opportunities and the demand for
non-instrumental flexibility

Preferences over future opportunities are also informative about prescriptions.

In the moral wiggle room, a dictator who prefers committing to the action a,

rather than facing the more flexible situation a ∪ b, reveals that b generates

a trade-off for some posterior beliefs. In order to infer prescriptions in menus

with more than two actions, however, an additional property is required. I say

that the prescriptions are context-independent, if adding an action g to a menu

F in which f is the q-belief prescription, implies that either f is the q-belief

prescription in F ∪ g or g becomes the q-belief prescription in F ∪ g. Context-

independence rules out the case, for example, in which adding an action c in

the moral wiggle room, turns a into the prescription in state ω2. If prescriptions

are context-independent, either c becomes the prescription or the prescription

is b. Context-independence trivially holds when F is a singleton.

Proposition 6 (Inferring prescriptions from choices of opportunities).

Assume that f∗ 6= g, f∗ is payoff dominant in F ∪ g and the prescriptions are

context-independent. If v(F, p̂) 6= v(F ∪ g, p̂), then g is the p̂-belief prescription

in F ∪ g. If V (F |µ) 6= V (F ∪ g|µ), then g is the q-belief prescription in F ∪ g

for at least one posterior belief q.

The presence of a payoff-dominant action f∗ in F ∪ g equalizes the material

values of F and F ∪ g, so any difference in their valuations must come from

the identity trade-off. Context-independence ensures that any variation in

the identity trade-off is due to g. Proposition 6 shows that choices over

future opportunities are as informative about identity as willful ignorance

is. Therefore, they can be a key component in the design of experiments on

identity, either alone or in conjunction with choices about information.

I conclude this section by completing the analogy between information and

flexibility choices. The identity trade-off varies as either or both the prescription

and the payoff-maximizing action change. Among the possible combinations,
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there are two extreme cases: (1) the prescriptions are fixed and the payoff-

maximizing actions vary, and (2) the payoff-maximizing actions are fixed

and the prescriptions vary. The demand for commitment in Proposition 3 is

analogous to information avoidance in the presence of an absolute prescription,

and both are examples of (1). In these cases, information and flexibility do not

change the prescriptions, but can affect the identity trade-off by changing the

payoff-maximizing actions. Proposition 6 is analogous to a “demand for beliefs,”

and both are examples of (2). Indeed, Proposition 6 displays a preference

for non-instrumental flexibility (or commitment): a desire for including (or

excluding) an action in a menu, even if the action is never payoff-maximizing.15

In both cases, information and flexibility do not change the payoff-maximizing

actions, but can affect the identity trade-off by changing the prescriptions.

6. Extension: Meta-prescriptions

Prescriptions are often more general than actions. In a moral dilemma

with resolvable uncertainty, an altruist identity can establish that the

appropriate behavior is learning (e.g., Bartling et al., 2014; Grossman and

van der Weele, 2016). Certain religions sanction the mere possibility of

acquiring information (e.g., by possessing certain books), rather than its use.

Furthermore, prescriptions can be about future opportunities, such as, for a

married woman, not entering the labor market (e.g., Bertrand et al., 2015),

or for a black student, not accumulating human capital (e.g., Austen-Smith

and Fryer Jr, 2005) (see Section C.3 in the online Appendix). In this section,

I outline an extension of the Identity model that captures a general notion

of prescription. Consider a menu F . The Identity model assigns values to

15. For an example of non-instrumental flexibility, suppose that there are only two possible
tipping options, 2% and 15%. A reluctant tipper maximizes their payoff by tipping 2%, but
the prescription is 15%. Adding a third option, say 7%, may be strictly valuable if it becomes
the prescription, even if tipping 2% is still payoff-maximizing. An example of non-instrumental
commitment is a preference for a over a ∪ b in the moral wiggle room.
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F with information acquisition, denoted by Fµ, and to F under ignorance,

denoted by Fδp̂
. To model meta-prescriptions, I add an ex-ante stage, where

the individual evaluates the generalized “menus” F =
{
Fµ, Fδp̂

}
and

{
Fδp̂

}
. A

meta-prescription is an element of F. For example, the meta-prescription of

acquiring information in F is Fµ. The interpretation is that, by choosing F, the

individual does not exclude the possibility of acquiring information at a later

stage. On the contrary, committing to Fδp̂
excludes this possibility. Notice that

choosing F does not imply the acquisition of information, but simply having the

possibility of acquiring it. A simple functional form that extends the Identity

model to include meta-prescriptions is the following:

V̂ (F) = max {V (F |µ), v(F, p̂)} −D(H∗F,HF), (3)

where D is a positive function with D(H,H) = 0. The expression H∗F denotes

the pair that maximizes the second-stage utility of the individual (either Fµ
or Fδp̂

), and HF the meta-prescription in F. The Identity model corresponds

to D = 0. In the generalized model, the identity trade-off emerges also at the

ex-ante stage.

The meta-prescription of acquiring information implies D(H∗F, Fµ) in

Equation (3). There are two possible cases: V (F |µ) ≥ v(F, p̂) and v(F, p̂) ≥

V (F |µ). In the first case, V̂ (F) = V̂ (Fµ) ≥ V̂ (Fδp̂
). Anticipating information

acquisition if given the possibility, the individual dislikes committing to

ignorance, and is indifferent between flexibility and commitment to Fµ. In

the second case, V̂ (F) = v(F, p̂) −D(Fδp̂
, Fµ), which implies V̂ (F) ≤ V̂ (Fδp̂

).

Anticipating a future violation of the meta-prescription, the individual prefers

to commit to ignorance rather than having the possibility of choosing later.

A reluctant altruist entering a moral wiggle room may prefer to commit to

a situation where learning the state before playing is impossible, even if they

know that they will not learn it if given the possibility. Note that a strict
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preference for commitment to Fδp̂
implies v(F, p̂) > V (F |µ), thus a “second-

stage” identity concern, of the type formalized in the Identity model, must play

a role.16 Similar considerations apply to a meta-prescription of ignorance.

7. Related literature

The seminal works of Akerlof and Kranton (2000, 2010) introduced identity

in economics.17 In the model of Akerlof and Kranton (2000), the utility of an

individual is a function of their own actions, the actions of others, and their

own identity. More specific models of identity belong to two distinct, but not

mutually exclusive, approaches.

The first is based on identity uncertainty. Köszegi (2006) introduces a model

where the individual’s utility depends on their beliefs about their ability, which

can be self-signalled by taking ambitious actions. Bénabou and Tirole (2011)

study moral behavior where individuals are unsure about their “deep values,”

such as being altruistic, and take (costly) actions to self-signal identity. The

model of Bénabou and Tirole (2011) predicts a specific form of information

avoidance with regard to the price of “taboo” transactions. Grossman and

van der Weele (2016) take a dual-self approach in which the observer-self does

not know the type of the doer-self. Acting altruistically has uncertain benefits,

but the individual can acquire perfect information. In one equilibrium, the

altruistic types prefer willful ignorance, so as to avoid pooling with “low” types.

Their model features multiple equilibria and the willful ignorance equilibrium

requires special parametric restrictions. All these models consider simplified

settings (e.g., two-action, two-state), while the Identity model accounts for

menus of actions, general uncertainty, and general information. The latter

16. Indeed, if the psychological cost in the Identity model is zero, V (F |µ) = W (µ,F ) and
v(F, p̂) = Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)], which contradicts v(F, p̂) > V (F |µ).

17. Applications include organization theory (Akerlof and Kranton, 2005), political economy
(Bonomi et al., 2021), finance (D’Acunto, 2019), labor (Bertrand et al., 2015; Oh, 2021),
preferences estimation (Benjamin et al., 2010), and consumption (Atkin et al., 2021).
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feature is central in order to capture the non-monotonicity of the psychological

cost, for example. Moreover, the Identity model does not make assumptions

about the nature of the identity trade-off, meaning its predictions hold even

in the absence of uncertainty about identity and when actions do not signal

values.

The second approach is based on cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1962).

Konow (2000) studies two-person allocation decisions under certainty, and

Nyborg (2011), Matthey and Regner (2011), Spiekermann and Weiss (2016),

Ellingsen and Mohlin (2019), and Momsen and Ohndorf (2020) use models of

cognitive dissonance to rationalize experimental evidence in various domains.

Gilboa et al. (2022) axiomatize a deterministic model of consumption in which

the presence of “prohibited” substances, such as meat for a vegetarian, is costly.

These models focus on the value of actions, whereas the Identity model jointly

treats information and situation choices.

The paper contributes to the literature on information aversion (see the

reviews of Hertwig and Engel 2016, Golman et al. 2017, and Sunstein 2020).

Among the many rationalizations of information aversion,18 the Identity model

retains both expected utility and Bayesian updating, as in rational inattention

(e.g., Sims, 2003; Pennesi, 2015; De Oliveira et al., 2017). Rational inattention,

however, is inconsistent with a preference for commitment.

The paper also contributes to the literature on menu choice in the

presence of information acquisition or identity concerns. Epstein (2006) and

Epstein et al. (2008) develop models of sophisticated non-Bayesian updating

that predict a desire for commitment. In the Identity model, the preference

for commitment derives from a desire to reduce the identity trade-off. In

Dillenberger and Sadowski (2012), a preference for commitment derives

from aversion to shame, but their model does not consider uncertainty or

information. In Section B.3 of Appendix B, I apply the Identity model to

18. Golman et al. (2017) list 13 non-strategic motivations for information avoidance. See also
Trimmer et al. (2020) for a review of models predicting willful ignorance.
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explain the evidence motivating Dillenberger and Sadowski (2012). Lastly,

Alaoui (2016) proves that the preservation of self-image may lead to a preference

for smaller menus (of lotteries), in a model where lotteries convey information

about the unobservable ability of the decision-maker.

8. Concluding remarks

Given the focus of my model, I have left some aspects for future research:

first, a natural extension would include costly “selection” of identity (as in

Rabin, 1995). Identity is malleable, and an individual can partly select their

preferred identity in a choice situation. However, it is not clear how identity

selection will interact with information and/or the flexibility of a situation.

In particular, the timing of identity selection is crucial, as it can be selected

before or after information arrives (and before or after the choice of future

flexibility). A second aspect worth exploring is strategic interactions. In the

original model of Akerlof and Kranton (2000), the actions of others enter the

utility through their material consequences and identity considerations. The

Identity model is applicable to strategic interactions, bearing in mind that

identity concerns affect the value of situations, while the value of an action

depends on its expected utility.
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Appendix A: Proofs

A.1. A bound to the number of trade-off regions

Given a menu F , for each action f in F , I denote by PFf the possibly
empty convex set of beliefs for which f is the prescription, i.e., PFf =
{q ∈ ∆Ω : fF,q = f}. Similarly, each action f in F determines a possibly empty
convex set BF

f containing all beliefs that make it the payoff-maximizing
action, i.e., BF

f =
{
q ∈ ∆Ω : f∗F,q = f

}
. The identity trade-off emerges in

the epistemic situation (F, q) if q ∈ PFf ∩ BF
g for some f 6= g. Therefore, I

define the trade-off regions for F as the non-empty (and convex) intersections
PFf ∩BF

g for some f 6= g. For example, in the moral wiggle room of Figure 1,
P a∪ba = {q ∈ ∆Ω : q(ω2) ≤ 0.75}, P a∪bb = {q ∈ ∆Ω : q(ω2) > 0.75}, Ba∪b

a = ∆Ω
and Ba∪b

b = ∅. The trade-off region is P a∪bb ∩ Ba∪b
a = P a∪bb ∩ ∆Ω = P a∪bb .

Let PF denote the family of non-empty sets PFf for f ∈ F and let BF be
the family of non-empty sets BF

f for f ∈ F . Lastly, I define the set NF ={
f ∈ F : PFf ∈ PF and BF

f ∈ BF
}
, which contains the actions that are both

payoff-maximizing for some posterior beliefs and prescription for some other
(possibly different) posterior beliefs. In the moral wiggle room Na∪b = {a}.

Proposition A.1 (Maximum number of trade-off regions). Given a menu F ,
there are at most |PF | · |BF | − |NF | trade-off regions for F .

Proof of Proposition A.1. Consider the two families PF and BF of non-empty
subsets of ∆Ω. Each set PFf ∈ PF has at most |BF | non-empty intersections
with the sets in BF . Therefore, there are at most |PF | · |BF | non-empty
intersections. However, if for some f ∈ F , PFf ∈ PF and BF

f ∈ BF , the
intersection PFf ∩ BF

f is not a trade-off region. Therefore, there are at most
|PF | · |BF | − |NF | trade-off regions for F . �

Suppose that an external observer has no information about prescriptions
and payoff-maximizing actions. In this case, all actions can potentially be
prescriptions and payoff-maximizing for some beliefs. Therefore, if |F | = n,
then |PF | = |BF | = |NF | = n and Proposition A.1 implies that the maximum
number of trade-off region is n(n− 1). Suppose that there is a unique payoff-
maximizing action in a menu with n actions. Then |BF | = 1, |PF | = n, and
the upper bound becomes n − 1 because NF contains at most the payoff-
maximizing action. Symmetrically, the upper bound n − 1 holds if there is
an absolute prescription (i.e., |PF | = 1).
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A.2. Proofs of the results in the main text

Before proving Proposition 1, I define the concave envelope of the value
function:

cav v(F, q) = inf
{
h(q) : h is affine, continuous and h(q′) ≥ v(F, q′), ∀q′

}
.

Proof of Proposition 1. For the first part, suppose that v(F, p̂) = cav v(F, p̂)
and the restriction of cav v(F, ·) to the posteriors is not affine. By the
concavity of cav v(F, ·) and the monotonicity of the integral v(F, p̂) =
cav v(F, p̂) ≥

∫
∆Ω cav v(F, q)dµ(q) ≥

∫
∆Ω v(F, q)dµ(q) = V (F |µ). Thus, there

is either information avoidance for F (if the inequality is strict) or the
information is irrelevant (if it is an equality). However, in the case of equality,
it means that the restriction of cav v(F, ·) to suppµ is affine, contradicting
the hypothesis. For the second part, if there is information avoidance for F ,
then I(µ,F )− d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂) is strictly larger than W (µ,F )− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] ≥ 0.
Therefore,

∫
∆Ω d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q)dµ(q) > d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂), implying that, for at least

one posterior belief q, d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q) > d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂). �

Trade-off regions in Example 1.

q(ωh)
11/5 1/30

Beliefs for which c
is the prescription

Beliefs for which n
is the prescription

Beliefs for which c
is the payoff maximizing action

Beliefs for which n
is the payoff maximizing action

Figure A.1. The black solid line is the probability of state ωh. The prescription is n
for each belief that assigns a probability of less than 1/5 to state ωh (i.e., fc∪n,q = n
for all q such that q(ωh) ≤ 1/5), otherwise the prescription is c. The action n maximizes
the material payoff for each belief that assigns a probability of less than 1/3 to state
ωh, otherwise the payoff-maximizing action is c. The red pattern highlights the trade-off
region.

Before proving Proposition 2, I introduce the Blackwell (1953) comparative
definition of informativeness. Let Γ(p̂) denote the family of all Bayesian
experiments consistent with a prior p̂ ∈ ∆Ω.

Definition A.1. Given µ, ν ∈ Γ(p̂), ν is Blackwell more informative than µ,
written ν D µ, if ∫

∆Ω
ϕ(q)dν(q) ≥

∫
∆Ω

ϕ(q)dµ(q)

for all convex and continuous functions ϕ : ∆Ω→ R.
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Proof of Proposition 2. For simplicity, I denote by dF (q) the function
d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q). For the sufficiency part, by Definition A.1, if dF (q) is convex
and continuous I(ν,F ) =

∫
∆Ω dF (q)dν(q) ≥

∫
∆Ω dF (q)dµ(q) = I(µ,F ) if ν D µ.

Thus, better information is more costly for F . For the necessary part, I
build on the proof of Lemma 3 in Lipnowski and Mathevet (2018). Suppose
that dF (q) is not convex, then there are p, p′ ∈ ∆Ω and γ ∈ (0, 1) such
that dF (γp + (1 − γ)p′) < γdF (p) + (1 − γ)dF (p′). Moreover, by setting ε =
minω∈Ω p̂(ω) (which is strictly larger than zero by the full support assumption),
it holds that ε(γp+ (1− γ)p′)≤ p̂. Now, I define q = 1

1−ε(p̂− ε(γp+ (1− γ)p′)),
ν = (1 − ε)δq + ε(1 − γ)δp + εγδp′ , and ν ′ = (1 − ε)δq + εδγp+(1−γ)p′ . By
construction, ν, ν ′ ∈ Γ(p̂) and ν D ν ′, but I(ν,F )− I(ν ′, F ) = ε[(1− γ)dF (p) +
γdF (p′)− dF (γp+ (1− γ)p′)]< 0, a contradiction to the assumption that better
information is more costly for F . �

Fact A.1. The cost functions dκ and de are regular.

Proof of Fact A.1. Consider de first. Notice that, for any q in the support of µ
or q = p̂, Eq[u(f∗F∪G,q)] = maxf∈F∪G Eq[u(f)] ≥ maxf∈F Eq[u(f)] = Eq[u(f∗F,q)].
Since ϕ is increasing and F ∪G is prescriptively equivalent to F , it holds that

de(f∗F∪G, f, q) =ϕ
(

max
f∈F∪G

Eq[u(f)]− Eq[u(f)]
)

≥ϕ
(

max
f∈F

Eq[u(f)]− Eq[u(f)]
)

= de(f∗F , f, q).

Consider d = dκ. It is sufficient to show that it cannot be the case that, for
some q ∈ suppµ or q = p̂, dκ(f∗F,q, f, q) = κ and dκ(f∗F∪G,q, f, q) = 0. Suppose
that dκ(f∗F,q, f, q) = κ for some f ∈ F . This means that f∗F,q = g 6= f . If
dκ(f∗F∪G,q, f, q) = 0, then f∗F∪G,q = f , which implies f∗F∪G,q ∈ F because f ∈ F .
However, the inequality f∗F∪G,q = f 6= f∗F,q = g contradicts the fact that g is the
payoff maximizing action in F . �

Proof of Proposition 3. Since F ∪ G is prescriptively equivalent to F
and d is regular, d(f∗F∪G,q, f, q) ≥ d(f∗F,q, f, q) for all the posterior beliefs
and the prior. For the first part, if µ(q)

(
d(f∗F∪G,q, f, q)− d(f∗F,q, f, q)

)
≥

(W (µ,F ∪G)−W (µ,F )) for a posterior belief q, then

I(µ,F ∪G)− I(µ,F ) =
∫

∆Ω

[
d(f∗F∪G,p, f, p)− d(f∗F,p, f, p)

]
dµ(p)

=µ(q)(d(f∗F∪G,q, f, q)− d(f∗F,q, f, q)) +
∑

p∈supp µ\q

[
d(f∗F∪G,p, f, p)− d(f∗F,p, f, p)

]
µ(p)

≥W (µ,F ∪G)−W (µ,F ) +
∑

p∈supp µ\q

[
d(f∗F∪G,p, f, p)− d(f∗F,p, f, p)

]
µ(p).
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Since d is regular, the terms in the square brackets are all positive, thus

W (µ,F ∪G)−W (µ,F ) +
∑

p∈supp µ\q

[
d(f∗F∪G,p, f, p)− d(f∗F,p, f, p)

]
µ(p)

≥W (µ,F ∪G)−W (µ,F ).

This implies I(µ,F ∪G)− I(µ,F ) ≥ W (µ,F ∪G)−W (µ,F ) and rearranging
gives the result. For the second part, if V (F |µ) > V (F ∪G|µ) then I(µ,F ∪
G) − I(µ,F ) > W (µ,F ∪ G) −W (µ,F ) ≥ 0. The inequality I(µ,F ∪ G) −
I(µ,F )> 0 implies

∫
∆Ω(d(f∗F∪G,q, fF∪G,q, q)− d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q))dµ(q)> 0, thus for

at least one q′ ∈ suppµ, d(f∗F∪G,q′ , fF∪G,q′ , q′) > d(f∗F,q′ , fF,q′ , q′). Since F ∪G
is prescriptively equivalent to F , fF,q = fF∪G,q for all q ∈ suppµ. Therefore,
d(f∗F∪G,q′ , f, q′) > d(f∗F,q′ , f, q′), which implies f∗F∪G,q′ 6= f∗F,q′ for at least one
posterior belief q′. �

Proof of Proposition 4. For the first part, there are two cases to check:
f∗ = ff∪f∗,p̂ and f = ff∪f∗,p̂. In the first case, v(f ∪ f∗, p̂) = Ep̂[u(f∗)].
Therefore, if Ep̂[u(f∗)] > Ep̂[u(f∗)] −

∫
∆Ω d(f∗, ff∪f∗,q, q)dµ(q), it must be

that
∫

∆Ω d(f∗, ff∪f∗,q, q)dµ(q) > 0. This means that f = ff∪f∗,q for at
least one posterior belief q ∈ suppµ. In the second case, v(f ∪ f∗, p̂) =
Ep̂[u(f∗)] − d(f∗, f, p̂). Therefore, if Ep̂[u(f∗)] − d(f∗, f, p̂) > Ep̂[u(f∗)] −∫

∆Ω d(f∗, ff∪f∗,q, q)dµ(q), it means that d(f∗, f, p̂) <
∫

∆Ω d(f∗, ff∪f∗,q, q)dµ(q).
Suppose that, for no q ∈ suppµ, f = ff∪f∗,q, then d(f∗, f, p̂) <∫

∆Ω d(f∗, f∗, q)dµ(q) = 0, a contradiction. For the second part, if v(f∗ ∪ f, p̂) >
V (f∗ ∪ f |µ), then

∫
∆Ω d(f∗, ff∪f∗,q, q)dµ(q) < d(f∗, ff∗∪f,p̂, p̂), which implies

f∗ 6= ff∗∪f,p̂. �

Proof of Proposition 5. Suppose that all the posteriors belong to PFf ∩ BF
g ,

for some f, g ∈ F with f 6= g. The convexity assumption on the prescriptions
implies f = fF,p̂. Then, strict convexity (or concavity) of d in q and the fact that
µ is Bayesian consistent with p̂ imply V (F |µ) = Ep̂[u(g)]−

∫
∆Ω d(g, f, q)dµ(q)<

(>)Ep̂[u(g)]− d(g, f, p̂) = v(F, p̂). �

Proof of Proposition 6. Suppose that V (F |µ) = Ep̂[u(f∗)] − I(µ,F ) 6=
Ep̂[u(f∗)]− I(µ,F ∪ g) = V (F ∪ g|µ). It must be that I(µ,F ) 6= I(µ,F ∪ g), or∫

∆Ω d(f∗, fF∪g,q, q)dµ(q) 6=
∫

∆Ω d(f∗, fF,q, q)dµ(q), which implies d(f∗, fF,q, q) 6=
d(f∗, fF∪g,q, q) for at least one posterior belief q. By context-independence of
the prescriptions, it means that g = fF∪g,q for some q ∈ suppµ. �
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Appendix B: Additional results

B.1. Disclosure to an identity-caring individual

Motivated by the gender gap in preventive healthcare discussed in Section 3.1,
I study the existence and the properties of a test (i.e., a Bayesian experiment)
that is always acquired by an identity-concerned individual. For a given menu
F , consider a (non-null) preferred state of the individual in F . This is a state of
the world that, with strictly positive probability according to the prior, gives
the best payoff in F . For example, with the payoffs of Table 2, a preferred
state is ωh. Indeed, the highest payoff in c ∪ n is 8 and it occurs in state ωh
that has a non-zero probability according to the prior. Formally, a preferred
state is ω̄ ∈ Ω such that x = f(ω̄) and u(x) ≥ maxg∈F maxω∈Ω:p̂(ω)>0 u(g(ω)).
Preferred states can be multiple. A menu is balanced if u(f∗F,p̂(ω̄))≤ Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)],
namely when the payoff-maximizing action under ignorance is not optimal in
a preferred state ω̄. I call the cost ε-flat at p̂ if d(f, fF,p̂, p̂) = d(f, fF,q, q) when
maxω∈Ω |p̂(ω) − q(ω)| ≤ ε. This condition holds, for example, when there is
an absolute prescription in F and d(·, ·, p) = d(·, ·, q) for all p, q ∈ ∆Ω. The
following result characterizes the optimal test:

Proposition B.1 (Always-acquired test). If F is balanced and u(f(ω̄)) −
d(f∗F,δω̄

, fF,δω̄
, δω̄) > v(F, p̂) for a preferred state ω̄, there is α > 0 and a

µα ∈ Γ(p̂) that is always acquired (i.e. V (F |µα) > v(F, p̂)) when d is α
1−α -flat

at p̂. The test µα is defined as µα = αδδω̄ + (1− α)δp̃ where p̃ ∈ ∆Ω is

p̃(ω) =
{
p̂(ω)
1−α if ω 6= ω̄
p̂(ω)−α

1−α if ω = ω̄.

Proof of Proposition B.1. Consider µα ∈∆∆Ω defined as µα = αδδω̄ + (1−α)δp̃
and p̃ ∈ ∆Ω defined as in the statement of the proposition for a preferred
state ω̄. Clearly α < p̂(ω̄) and µα ∈ Γ(p̂) by construction. For each action f ,
Ep̃[u(f)] =

∑
ω 6=ω̄

p̂(ω)
1−αu(f(ω)) + p̂(ω̄)−α

1−α u(f(ω̄)) = 1
1−αEp̂[u(f)] − α

1−αu(f(ω̄)).
This means that

W (δp̃, F ) = max
f∈F

1
1− α (Ep̂[u(f)]− αu(f(ω̄))) .

For α small enough, W (δp̃, F ) = 1
1−α

(
Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]− αu(f∗F,p̂(ω̄))

)
. By the

condition f∗F,p̂(ω̄) ≤ Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)],W (δp̃, F ) ≥ 1
1−α

(
Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]− αEp̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]

)
=

Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]. Consider now

V (F |µα) = αu(f(ω̄)) + (1−α)W (δp̃, F )−
(
αd(f∗F,δω̄

, fF,δω̄
, δω̄) + (1− α)I(δp̃, F )

)
.

The fact that W (δp̃, F ) ≥ Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)], and the assumption that d is α
1−α -flat

at p̂ imply that I(δp̃, F ) = d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂). Indeed, I(δp̃, F ) = d(f∗F,p̃, fF,p̃, p̃) =
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d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̃, p̃) = d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂) = d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂), because maxω∈Ω |p̂(ω) −
p̃(ω)| ≤ α

1−α . Thus, V (F |µα) > v(F, p̂) whenever u(f(ω̄))− d(f∗F,δω̄
, fF,δω̄

, δω̄) >
v(F, p̂). �

The test perfectly reveals a preferred state with a probability of α ≤ p̂(ω̄),
and is (almost) uninformative otherwise (p̃ is “close” to p̂ for small α).
Proposition B.1 can inform the design of medical tests. Suppose that, for a
person with low blood pressure, consuming red meat has a sufficiently higher
material value than not consuming it. A test that reveals low blood pressure
with small probability and is otherwise uninformative is strictly valuable for a
stereotypical masculine identity.

B.2. Identity uncertainty

In this section, I relax the assumption that the material value of an epistemic
situation is the expected utility of the payoff-maximizing action. Instead, I
consider a convex combination of the expected utility of the payoff-maximizing
action and of the prescription. One interpretation is that the individual is
uncertain about the strength of their “identity” motives (as in Bénabou and
Tirole, 2011; Grossman and van der Weele, 2016). With some probability–which
may depend on the belief–they will maximize the material utility in the second
period, with complementary probability they will follow the prescription. The
value of an epistemic situation (F, q) becomes

vγq (F, q) = γqEq[u(f∗F,q)] + (1− γq)Eq[u(fF,q)]− γqd(f∗F,q, fF,q, q),

for some γq ∈ [0, 1]. The Identity model corresponds to γq = 1. The case
γq = 0 represents the extreme case of an individual who always follows the
prescriptions (e.g., an orthodox, who always follows the prescriptions of their
religion). The ex-ante value of a menu F with information acquisition is

Vγ(F |µ) =
∫

∆Ω
vγq (F, q)dµ(q).

Under ignorance, it is vγp̂
(F, p̂) = γp̂Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] + (1 − γp̂)Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)] −

γp̂d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂). In general,

W (µ,F ) ≥
∫

∆Ω
γqEq[u(f∗F,q)] + (1− γq)Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q),

but
∫

∆Ω γqd(f∗F,q, fF,q, q)dµ(q) ≤ I(µ,F ). Thus, the material value of F in the
extended model is lower than in the baseline case, but the opposite holds for
the psychological cost. Even though the model Vγ is more general than the
baseline model, the two are observationally equivalent from the ex-ante point
of view (i.e., without observing the second-period choice). Indeed, I can rewrite
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Vγ(F |µ) as Vγ(F |µ) = W (µ,F )− Iγ(µ,F ) where:

Iγ(µ,F ) =
∫

∆Ω

(
(1− γq)

(
Eq[u(f∗F,q)]− Eq[u(fF,q)]

)
+ γqd(f∗F,q, fFq

, q)
)
dµ(q).

Thus, the extended model is equivalent to a baseline model in which the cost
function is a convex combination of a “material component,” measuring the
foregone material value of following the prescription, and the pure psychological
component. The intuition is that following the prescription in the second period
eliminates the psychological cost, but it can be materially costly. To see this,
consider the moral wiggle room example with the usual assumptions and with
γq = 0.5 for q ∈ {p̂, δω1 , δω2}. Then, vγp̂

(a ∪ b, p̂) = Ep̂[u(a)] = 6, whereas

Vγ(a ∪ b|µ̄) =6−
[1

2

(1
2(6− 6) + 1

2d(a, a, δω1)
)

+ 1
2

(1
2(6− 5) + 1

2d(a, b, δω2)
)]

= 6− 1
4 −

1
4d(a, b, δω2).

As in the baseline model, ignorance is strictly optimal. In the extended model,
the desire to remain ignorant depends on the psychological cost and is reinforced
by the possibly lower material payoff coming from following the prescription in
state ω2.

B.3. Commitment without uncertainty: costly exit in dictator games

In the Identity model, a preference for commitment is independent of the
presence of uncertainty. Indeed, Proposition 3 holds even if |Ω| = 1. Therefore,
the model can rationalize the experimental evidence of Dana et al. (2006).
In a laboratory experiment, the classic dictator game was modified to allow
the dictators to either split $10 or exit the game before playing and without
informing the recipient. In the case of opting out, the dictator receives $9
and the recipient $0. One third of the experimental subjects opted out.
Opting out is inconsistent with both purely altruistic and purely selfish
preferences. In the former case, the available allocation (9, 1) is better than
opting out; in the latter, the allocation (10, 0) is better than opting out.
The dictators who exit seem to have a preference for avoiding a moral
trade-off. Entering the game means facing F = {(x, 10− x), x ∈ {0, . . . , 10}}.
I assume that the prescription is (5, 5) in F . Then, the value of F is v(F ) =
max(x,10−x)∈F u(x, 10− x)− d((x, 10− x)∗F , (5, 5)) (where I have suppressed the
dependence on the degenerated prior). If the payoff-maximizing action is (10, 0),
then v(F ) = u(10, 0) − d((10, 0), (5, 5)). Opting out implies commitment to
(9, 0), that has value v((9, 0)) = u(9, 0). If the utility function is u(x, y) = x,
then v(F ) = 10− d((10, 0), (5, 5)) and u(9, 0) = 9. Therefore, v((9, 0)) ≥ v(F )
whenever 1 ≤ d((10, 0), (5, 5)).
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Appendix C: Online Appendix

C.1. The envelope game

The Identity model rationalizes the experimental results of Serra-Garcia and
Szech (2022). They designed a moral dilemma, called the Envelope Game, to
study the “elasticity” of willful ignorance. Each subject received an envelope
that with a probability of 0.5 contains a $10 donation to a non-profit
organization and with a probability of 0.5 is empty. The subject first chose
whether to open the envelope or not. If they did not open the envelope, they
decided between receiving a monetary amount or the uncertain envelope. If
they opened the envelope, they learned its content and then chose between the
content of the envelope or receiving a monetary amount. Table C.1 summarizes
the payoffs of the game, where m = o, c ∈ R are monetary amounts that

ω1 ω2

fm (2.5 +m, 0) (2.5 +m, 0)
gm (m, 0) (m, 10)

Table C.1. Actions and payoffs in Serra-Garcia and Szech (2022).

vary with the decision to open (o) or not (c) the envelope. In the experiment
o− c ∈ [−2, 2]. Assume that u(x, y) = x and that the prescription is to donate
if the envelope contains the $10 donation (in state ω2), and to take the money
if it is empty (in state ω1). Information avoidance of the perfect information µ̄
corresponds to a preference for not opening the envelope, v(fc ∪ gc, p̂) > V (fo ∪
go|µ̄). Under the stated assumptions, v(fc ∪ gc, p̂) = 2.5 + c− d(fc, ffc∪gc,p̂, p̂) >
2.5 + o− 0.5 [d(fo, fo, δω1) + d(fo, go, δω2)] = V (fo ∪ go|µ̄) when

c− o > d(fc, ffc∪gc,p̂, p̂)− 0.5d(fo, go, δω2). (C.1)

First, the larger the incentive to open the envelope o, the more difficult it is
to satisfy the inequality (C.1) if the cost d(fo, go, δω2) grows less than linearly
in o. For instance, if d = d1, c − o > d1(fc, ffc∪gc,p̂, p̂) − 0.5. Since the right-
hand side of this inequality is independent of o, it becomes harder to satisfy
as o increases, which is consistent with the results in Serra-Garcia and Szech
(2022). A symmetric consideration applies to increasing the incentive to keep
the envelope closed c. Lastly, if the left-hand side of (C.1) is negative, so that
the incentive to open the envelope is larger than the incentive to leave the
envelope closed, the inequality can still be satisfied if the cost 0.5d(fo, go, δω2)
is large enough.

C.2. Local properties of the cost function d

From now on, I will occasionally use the following notation: σF (q) =
maxf∈F Eq[u(f)] = Eq[u(f∗F,q)].
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Information avoidance. In this section, I introduce local properties of the
cost function d which help to refine some results in the main text. First, for
any menu F and q ∈ suppµ, there exists λq ∈ R such that d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q) −
d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂) ≥ λq

(
Eq[u(f∗F,q)]− Eq[u(fF,q)]− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] + Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)]

)
. If

one can find a positive λ that satisfies these inequalities for all q ∈ suppµ,
I say that d is λ-utility commensurable. Formally:

Definition C.1. The function d is λ-utility commensurable (at F
and p̂) if there is λ ≥ 0 such that d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q) − d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂) ≥
λ
(
Eq[u(f∗F,q)]− Eq[u(fF,q)]− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] + Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)]

)
for all q ∈ suppµ.

Intuitively, λ represents a common unit of measurement between abstract
costs and material utility. The notion of λ-utility commensurability is “local,”
since λ may depend on F and p̂. Moreover, multiple λ are possible, as the next
example demonstrates:

Example C.1. Consider the moral wiggle room example with the usual
assumptions about the prescriptions and the utility. There are two posteriors
in the support of µ, δω1 and δω2 . For the posterior δω1 , d(a, a, δω1)− d(a, a, p̂) =
0 ≥ λδω1

(6 − 6 − 6 + 6) = 0, which is true for any λδω1
. For the posterior

δω2 , d(a, b, δω2) − d(a, a, p̂) ≥ λδω2
(6 − 5 − 6 + 6), which holds for any 0 ≤

λδω2
≤ d(a, b, δω2). It follows that d is λ-utility commensurable for any λ ∈

[0, d(a, b, δω2)]. �

The next proposition provides a sufficient condition for having a λ-
utility commensurable cost. Given a menu F and p̂ ∈ ∆Ω, I define for
any q ∈ supp µ, dq = d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q) − d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂) and xq = Eq[u(f∗F,q)] −
Eq[u(fF,q)] − Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] + Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)]. By definition, the cost d is λ-utility
commensurable (at F and p̂) if dq ≥ λxq for some λ ≥ 0 and all q ∈ suppµ.
Let D+ = {dq : dq > 0}, D− = {dq : dq < 0} and X+ = {xq : xq > 0} and
X− = {dx : dx < 0}. Lastly, define F+ =

{
dq

xq
: dq ∈ D+, xq ∈ X+

}
and F− ={

dq

xq
: dq ∈ D−, xq ∈ X−

}
.

Proposition C.1 (Sufficient conditions for commensurability). The cost d is
λ-utility commensurable for all (if any) λ satisfying maxF+

dq

xq
≥ λ ≥minF−

dq

xq
.

The proof is immediate. Information avoidance for a menu F is equivalent
to the cost of information (I(µ,F )− d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂)) being strictly greater than
the “material value of information” (W (µ,F )−Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)])≥ 0). Endowed with
the definition of λ-utility commensurability, the following result gives sufficient
conditions for information avoidance.
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Proposition C.2 (Information avoidance with commensurable cost). For all
menus F , if d is λ-utility commensurable then:

1. If Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)] >
∫

∆Ω Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q) and λ ≥ 1, then there is information
avoidance for F .

2. If Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)] =
∫

∆Ω Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q), W (µ,F ) > Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] and λ > 1,
then there is information avoidance for F .

Proof of Proposition C.2. For case 1, I have the following sequence of
inequalities:∫

∆Ω

(
d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q)− d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂)

)
dµ(q)

≥ λ
∫

∆Ω

(
Eq[u(f∗F,q)]− Eq[u(fF,q)]

)
dµ(q)− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] + Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)]

> λ
(
W (µ,F )− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]

)
≥W (µ,F )− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)],

where the first inequality follows from the fact that d is λ-utility commensu-
rable. The second inequality follows from Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)] >

∫
∆Ω Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q)

and the last from λ ≥ 1 and W (µ,F )− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] ≥ 0. Rearranging gives the
result.

For case 2, it holds that∫
∆Ω

(
d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q)− d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂)

)
dµ(q)

≥ λ
∫

∆Ω

(
Eq[u(f∗F,q)]− Eq[u(fF,q)]

)
dµ(q)− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] + Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)]

= λ
(
W (µ,F )− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]

)
> W (µ,F )− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)],

where the first inequality follows from the fact that d is λ-utility
commensurable. The equality follows from

∫
∆Ω Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q) = Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)]

and the strict inequality from λ > 1 andW (µ,F )−Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]> 0. Rearranging
gives the result. �

When the cost is λ-utility commensurable, the difference I(µ,F ) −
d(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂) is proportional toW (µ,F )−

∫
∆Ω Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q)−Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] +

Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)]. Acquiring information increases the material value of F , but also
its cost (proportionally to W (µ,F ) −

∫
∆Ω Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q)). If the “marginal

cost” of information λ is sufficiently high, ignorance is optimal. Note that, if
there is an absolute prescription in F, the condition in point Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)] =∫

∆Ω Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q) is automatically satisfied. In this case, information
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avoidance for F requires only a sufficiently high marginal cost. The notion of
λ-utility commensurability is related to the subdifferential19 of ϕ when d = de:

Corollary C.1 (Cognitive dissonance and information avoidance). Suppose
that d = de. If Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)] >

∫
∆Ω Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q) and λ ≥ 1 for some λ ∈

∂ϕ
(
Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]− Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)]

)
, then there is information avoidance for F . If

Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)] =
∫

∆Ω Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q), W (µ,F ) > Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] and λ > 1 for some
λ ∈ ∂ϕ

(
Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]− Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)]

)
, then there is information avoidance for F .

Proof of Corollary C.1. By convexity of ϕ, for any q ∈ suppµ it holds that

de(f∗F,q, fF,q, q)−de(f∗F,p̂, fF,p̂, p̂)≥ λ
[
σF (q)− Eq[u(fF,q)]− σF (p̂) + Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)]

]
,

for some λ ∈ ∂ϕ(Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]− Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)]). Integrating with respect to µ gives∫
∆Ω

ϕ(Eq[u(f∗F,q)]− Eq[u(fF,q)])dµ(q)− ϕ(Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]− Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)])

≥ λ
[
W (µ,F )−

∫
∆Ω

Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q)− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] + Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)]
]

> λ
[
W (µ,F )− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]

]
≥W (µ,F )− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)],

where the first inequality follows from the monotonicity of the integral, the
strict inequality from the condition Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)] >

∫
∆Ω Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q), and the

last inequality from λ ≥ 1 and W (µ,F ) ≥ Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]. Rearranging gives the
result. For the second case:∫

∆Ω
ϕ(Eq[u(f∗F,q)]− Eq[u(fF,q)])dµ(q)− ϕ(Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]− Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)])

≥ λ
[
W (µ,F )−

∫
∆Ω

Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q)− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] + Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)]
]

= λ
[
W (µ,F )− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]

]
> W (µ,F )− Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)],

where the first inequality follows from the monotonicity of the integral, the
equality from the condition Ep̂[u(fF,p̂)] =

∫
∆Ω Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q), and the last

inequality from λ > 1 and W (µ,F ) > Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)]. �

Avoidance of situations. Given two menus F and G, a preference for
commitment to F is equivalent to the cost of flexibility (I(µ,F ∪G)− I(µ,F ))

19. The subdifferential of ϕ : R → R ∪ ∞ at x ∈ R is the set ∂ϕ(x) =
{λ ∈ R : ϕ(y)− ϕ(x) ≥ λ(y − x), ∀y ∈ R}. It is convex, closed and non-empty on the relative
interior of the domain of f .
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being strictly greater than the “material value of flexibility” (W (µ,F ∪G)−
W (µ,F )). In this section, I introduce local properties of the cost function d
that are analogous to λ-utility commensurability. These properties provide
parametric sufficient conditions for a preference for commitment.

Definition C.2. The function d is λq-utility commensurable (at F,G) if there
is a λq ≥ 0 such that

d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q)− d(f∗G,q, fG,q, q) ≥

λq
(
Eq[u(f∗F,q)]− Eq[u(fF,q)]− Eq[u(f∗G,q)] + Eq[u(fG,q)]

)
.

The notion of λq-utility commensurability is local, since it depends on the
belief q and the menus F and G. Commensurability is linked to regularity of
the cost function.

Fact C.1. If d is λq-utility commensurable (at F ∪G,F ) for all q ∈ suppµ
and q = p̂, then it is regular.

Proof of Fact C.1. Suppose that F ∪G is prescriptively equivalent to F and
d is λq-utility commensurable for all q ∈ suppµ and q = p̂, then:

d(f∗F∪G,q, f, q)−d(f∗F,q, f, q)

≥ λq
(
Eq[u(f∗F∪G,q)]− Eq[u(f)]− Eq[u(f∗F,q)] + Eq[u(f)]

)
= λq

(
Eq[u(f∗F∪G,q)]− Eq[u(f∗F,q)]

)
≥ 0,

implying regularity. �

The next result gives a sufficient condition for a preference for commitment
when the cost d is λq-utility commensurable for all q ∈ suppµ.

Proposition C.3 (Avoidance of situations with commensurable cost).
Suppose that F ∪ G is prescriptively equivalent to F and d is λq-utility
commensurable (at F ∪ G,F ) for all q ∈ suppµ. If λ∗ ≥ 1, where λ∗ =
minq∈suppµ λq, then V (F |µ) ≥ V (F ∪G|µ).

Proof of Proposition C.3. I have the following sequence of inequalities:∫
∆Ω

(
d(f∗F∪G,q, fF∪G,q, q)− d(f∗F,q, fF,q, q)

)
dµ(q)

≥
∫

∆Ω
λq
(
σF∪G(q)− Eq[u(fF∪G,q)]− σF (q) + Eq[u(fF,q)]

)
dµ(q)

=
∫

∆Ω
λq (σF∪G(q)− σF (q))dµ(q)

≥ λ∗ (W (µ,F ∪G)−W (µ,F ))
≥W (µ,F ∪G)−W (µ,F ),
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where the first inequality follows from the fact that d is λq-utility
commensurable (at F ∪ G,F ). The equality follows from the fact that
F ∪ G is prescriptively equivalent to F (hence

∫
∆Ω Eq[u(fF∪G,q)]dµ(q) =∫

∆Ω Eq[u(fF,q)]dµ(q)). The second inequality follows from σF∪G(q) ≥ σF (q)
for all q, and the last inequality from λ∗ ≥ 1 and W (µ,F ∪ G) ≥ W (µ,F ).
Rearranging gives the result. �

Lastly, for the case d = de, a preference for commitment depends on the
slope of ϕ.

Corollary C.2 (Cognitive dissonance and avoidance of situations).
Suppose that d = de and define λ∗ = minq∈suppµ λq for λq ∈ ∂ϕ(Eq[u(f∗F,q)]−
Eq[u(fF,q)]). If F ∪ G is prescriptively equivalent to F and λ∗ ≥ 1, then
V (F |µ) ≥ V (F ∪G|µ).

Proof of Corollary C.2. Since ϕ is convex, given q ∈ suppµ, there is λq ∈
∂ϕ(σF (q)− Eq[u(fF,q)]) such that

ϕ(σF∪G(q)− Eq[u(fF∪G,q)])− ϕ(σF (q)− Eq[u(fF,q)])

≥ λq
[
σF∪G(q)− Eq[u(fF∪G,q)]− σF (q) + Eq[u(fF,q)]

]
= λq [σF∪G(q)− σF (q)] ,

where the equality follows from the fact that F ∪G is prescriptively equivalent
to F . Integrating with respect to µ gives∫

∆Ω

(
ϕ(σF∪G(q)− Eq[u(fF∪G,q)])− ϕ(σF (q)− Eq[u(fF,q)])

)
dµ(q)

≥
∫

∆Ω
λq (σF∪G(q)− σF (q))dµ(q)

≥ λ∗
∫

∆Ω
(σF∪G(q)− σF (q))dµ(q)

= λ∗ (W (µ,F ∪G)−W (µ,F ))
≥W (µ,F ∪G)−W (µ,F ),

where the second inequality follows from the fact that σF∪G(q) ≥ σF (q) for
all beliefs q. The last inequality from λ∗ ≥ 1 and W (µ,F ∪ G) ≥ W (µ,F ).
Rearranging gives the result. �

C.3. Meta-prescriptions: “acting white”

In this section, I complement the extension of my model outlined in Section 6. I
discuss meta-prescriptions about future opportunities. For example, the norms
prohibiting married women from entering the labor market (e.g., Bertrand
et al., 2015), or black students from accumulating human capital so as to
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avoid “acting white” (e.g., Austen-Smith and Fryer Jr, 2005). Suppose there
are two menus of activities F and B. The Identity model assigns value to
the pairs Fµ, Fδp̂

,Bµ,Bδp̂
. The extended model assigns value to generalized

menus, e.g., G = {Fµ,Bµ}. A meta-prescription of not acting white in G is
Bµ. Assume that accumulating human capital means facing the generalized
menu F =

{
Fµ,Bµ, Fδp̂

,Bδp̂

}
. As for the interpretation, F means having the

future possibility to select any activity in F and B (plus acquiring or rejecting
information). If Bµ is the meta-prescription in F,

V̂ (F) = max {V (F |µ), V (B|µ), v(F, p̂), v(B, p̂)} −D(H∗F,Bµ).

For simplicity, I assume that there are no identity trade-offs in the second stage.
This implies V (F |µ) = W (µ,F ), V (B|µ) = W (µ,B), v(F, p̂) = Ep̂[u(f∗F,p̂)] and
v(B, p̂) = Ep̂[u(f∗B,p̂)]. If the “white” activities are materially superior to the
“black” activities (e.g., if B ⊆ F ), the value of accumulating human capital is
V̂ (F) = W (µ,F )−D(Fµ,Bµ), whereas the value of not accumulating human
capital is V̂ (Bµ ∪Bδp̂

) = W (µ,B). The interpretation is that only the activities
in B will be available in the future. If the psychological cost D(Fµ,Bµ) of
violating the meta-prescription is sufficiently high, committing to Bµ becomes
optimal. The identity sanctions the mere act of acquiring certain skills that
could potentially lead to an activity in F . The choice of not accumulating
human capital does not require a public signalling role of behavior, but simply
a psychological cost; and this is regardless of the activity eventually chosen by
the student.
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